How to Hang Your Wise Owl
Outfitters SingleOwl or
DoubleOwl Hammock
Please follow the instructions below to safely hang your hammock. Please be
advised that all hammocks come with an inherent risk of injury. Please be very
careful when setting up and enjoying your hammock.
2. Place your hammock on the ground
between the two trees and then get your
ropes out to prepare to tie them.

1. Find two trees that are about 10-15 ft.
apart and clear the area between them of
any debris or sharp objects

10-15 feet

3. Tie both ends of both of your ropes in a double surgeons loop like this:

Double Surgeon’s Loop

1. Double the end of 2.
the rope and make a
single overhand knot

Hold the left side
(shown above) of the
rope in your left hand
and bring the loop
around
and
insert
through the overhand
knot.

3.

Hold the loop in
your right hand and
the other end in your
left.
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4.

Pull tight, leaving
enough space to put
the other end through
the loop once placed
around tree.

How to Hang Your Wise Owl
Outfitters SingleOwl or
DoubleOwl Hammock
4. Starting at one tree; wrap your rope
around the tree and put one end of your
rope through the loop on the other end
and leave hanging. Repeat on other tree.

5. Clip carabiner that is attached to the
end of the hammock onto the loop of the
knot on each end of the ropes that are
attached to the trees.

About 18”

6. Carefully climb in your hammock and enjoy!

Tip: If your hammock is not tight enough and seems to be too close to the ground; you can
either raise the ropes around the tree so they are at a higher level or you can tie another
surgeons loop higher up on the rope and clip your carabiner to the higher loop. Once you have
tied your knots after setting up your hammock for the first time, you can leave them tied and
the next time you set up your hammock the knots will already be ready to go.
Adjustments
Move Up
Extra Loop
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